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It s a very good and funny song, if my version you seem not correct ,don t 
hesitate to send me yours corrections.
CAPO ON 1ST FRET

G                                             C  
Up above I see specks of silver in the evening sky
G                                     C              G 
Specks of gold in the river running from the deep moonlight
G                                                C
See us shake in the wild distortion of the waters waves
G                                           C           G 
Still I know you re in the darkness shining from a mile away

G                           C
Oh when the sun starts coming through
G                           Em
Or when the cardinal chides the moon
Em                     C                           G
I believe in energies that no one has to see for us to prove
Em                       C                           G 
I believe in you and me and everything we ll ever see or do

G                                                     C
Hear your voice come across the pillows whisper sweet and low
G                                C           G  
In the dark we re disappearing, in the dark we ll go
G                                             C
Up above I see specks of silver in the evening sky
G                                     C              G 
Specks of gold in the river running from the deep moonlight

G                           C
Oh when the sun starts coming through
G                           Em
Or when the cardinal chides the moon
Em                     C                           G
I believe in energies that no one has to see for us to prove
Em                       C                           G 
I believe in you and me and everything we ll ever see and do

        C                       G
The rain falls down in a million rivers
             C                      G
All through the sand with the silver slivers
            Em
And it keeps on comin 
            C



How it gives my heart blood
            G
How it gives my heart blood

G                           C
Oh when the sun starts coming through
G                           Em
Or when the cardinal chides the moon
Em                     C                           G
I believe in energies that no one has to see for us to prove
Em                       C                           G 
I believe in you and me and everything we ll ever see and do
Em         C                   G
I believe in you and me, woman I do


